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When Jesus noticed how the guests sought out  

the best seats at the table,  

         he told them a parable.   Luke 14:7 

 

 Today’s Gospel lesson appears to be a very plain set of instructions for eating 
together from Jesus. His instructions revised the dietary laws that Pharisees were 
telling the Jewish people they must keep without fail. There are two good core reasons 
for faithfully keeping dietary laws: 1) your health and 2) maintaining your cultural 
identity. Nothing wrong with either one of those reasons. Jesus’ instructions for us fall 
in the maintaining your identity category.  

 However, when Jesus was a rabbi while Rome occupied Palestine, the Pharisees 
were hyper focused on keeping newer laws that were stricter than the dietary laws 
Moses left them (See Leviticus). The Pharisees’ rules included who could eat with 
whom and specified who you could and could not invite to share your table. Jesus 
broke the Pharisees’ rules a lot. He ate with sinners. He mixed different groups up by 
hosting at least two dinner parties, one with 4000 (Matthew and Mark) and the other 
with 5000 (all four Gospels), where he had them share each other’s food.  He ate ripe 
grain as he walked through a field on the Sabbath (Matthew, Mark, & Luke). In 
today’s reading Jesus gave his disciples two simple rules about how to eat— one for 
when you are a guest, the other for when you are a host. As a guest, be humble. As a 
host, include everyone. Two very simple rules. 

 Jesus’ instructions seems so obvious for anyone raised to be a Christian in a 
local Methodist church of any variety. Methodists everywhere generally follow those 
rules. While there have been and still are some local churches who practice 
exceptions, they are not the congregations for whom this sermon is written. This 
sermon is written for the people who worship regularly at Hudson United Methodist 
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Church, a local church that keeps Jesus’ rules as we seek to accept everyone wherever 
they are on their spiritual journey.  

We give no thought to how we apply this scripture in our sanctuary seating. 
Any worshipper can sit wherever they want with a few clear restrictions. If a seat is 
restricted for the use of a couple member living with a form of dementia, that seat and 
a companion seat will have a sign that reads “reserved seating.”  If seats are reserved 
for a family at a special worship service such as today’s baptisms, the same little signs 
will be placed on a pew or two for that servicey. The chairs on the chancel can be 
used by anyone waiting to speak to the gathered congregation. The same kind rules 
apply in our fellowship hall. We call keeping our simple rules “being kind.”  

 What you may be interested to know is that our Methodist sanctuaries, like the 
sanctuaries of Orthodox, Catholic, and Anglican/Episcopalian local churches are 
really glorified dining rooms. The central pieces of furniture on our chancel are the 
communion table and the baptismal font; Christ’s table where we all share Christ’s 
meal and the water we use to welcome new members into the body of Christ. While 
we did borrow the pulpit from our Lutheran and Calvinist brothers and sisters in 
Christ, in our sanctuaries the pulpit always sits in third place. And the lectern? Well in 
our last refurbishing of our chancel, we had ours made to be used only as a hospitable 
place for Lutherans, Calvinists, and guests of other Abrahamic traditions to use when 
needed because of their strong very rules about who can use the pulpit. Rather than 
pick a fight, our team who designed our furniture planned to welcome others. Covid 
led us to use our lectern like the bookstands that once held a medieval congregation’s 
only hand-copied Bible to be read aloud in worship. Perhaps when we put the 
Christmas tree up next Thanksgiving weekend, our lectern could take a well-earned 
rest in the sanctuary closet, and we may even forget to bring it back out.  

 That’s enough detail about how our church practices Jesus’ instructions about 
who is invited to his table and where they can sit. We keep Christ’s instructions so 
readily that it is good to remind ourselves occasionally how our ideas about who sits 
where in worship came from Christ’s instructions in the first place.  

 So, how can this Scripture help us grow in our daily Christian practice since we 
have mastered it in our worship? The answer I found was not in Jesus’ instructions 
but in Luke’s words to the church as it was when he wrote. Introducing his quote 
from Jesus Luke wrote, “When Jesus noticed how the guests sought out the best seats 
at the table, he told them a parable.” (Luke 14:7, Common English Bible, CEB)  
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 This is a parable? I thought they were simple rules! I thought parables were 
stories with plots and characters that Jesus used to teach us about God and salvation 
in common human settings. Jesus’ words we heard today have more in common with 
an etiquette book than they do a good story. But Luke wrote down Jesus’ instructions 
for us (see Luke 1:1-2) as he penned, “(Jesus) told them a parable.”  

 What is a parable? In common English according to both my desk and favorite 
on-line dictionary, a parable is “a simple story used to illustrate a moral or spiritual 
lesson.”1 At first it seemed to me that Luke is telling us a simple story about Jesus 
giving his followers simple rules. But language is ever evolving, therefore, could Jesus’ 
simple instructions also carry a moral lesson that we can apply weekly in our living? If 
this is a parable what is the moral or spiritual lesson? Do they apply in life outside of 
what we practice weekly when we worship? If we firmly believe Christ’s good news 
forms our faith, our answer must be yes.  

 To share a story, please join me on a mental side trip to our family room. John 
and I are both makers, we always have been, and our family room is often where we 
both make things while watching television. John makes buildings and gardens, in his 
seventh-grade core curriculum he had to take both wood shop and cooking. Three 
years earlier and before Title IX, my seventh-grade core curriculum required girls to 
take Home Economics which included cooking, sewing, child care, and basic finance. 
Boys in my grade took Industrial Arts, which was way more than just wood working. 
But whether it was John’s wood shop class or my sewing unit, we both learned the 
skills we now use regularly as adult makers. One thing we both learned in seventh 
grade was to “Measure twice. Cut once.” When you learn something so practical so 
young it seems so obvious that it never occurs to you that it is a good rule for life.   

 This summer we began streaming HGTV’s Home Town as shared viewing. Home 
Town features Ben and Erin Napier as they renovate the aging housing stock of Laurel, 
Mississippi. The Napiers remind us of younger us, especially John’s work in Beloit 
where he renovated similarly aged homes to build community among a new 
generation of working-class homeowners. Ben Napier owns a professional 
woodworking shop that Erin has decorated for him with beautiful sayings painted 
high on the walls. One saying featured on camera in every episode is “Measure once. 
Cuss twice.” It is Erin’s mom’s personal variation of “Measure twice. Cut once.” For 
makers of all kinds, from professional woodworkers to fine homemaking 
seamstresses, “Measure once. Cuss twice” needs no story to make sense. “Measure 
once. Cuss twice.” embodies in just four words our many mistakes made, our many 
																																																													
1	https://languages.oup.com/google-dictionary-en/	Accessed	on	8/27/2022.	
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lessons learned in The School of Hard Knocks. No maker needs a story to understand 
it, because every maker has many stories to illustrates it.  

 Is it possible as Luke’s church first read that Jesus’ dining instructions gave 
simple moral instructions already had a story to tell about having to take a lower seat, 
or of having problems with inviting only the right crowd, “the cool kids”? Perhaps 
you have a story that could illustrate when you were humiliated by making yourself 
too important or when you were blessed by including guests other people would 
never take time to get to know? I know I do, and because I would rather not repeat it 
in public now, I thank you for understanding. 

 Everyone at the Pharisee’s dinner party with Jesus had just lived one of those 
stories moments before he gave his instructions. In Luke 14:2-6, is more detail about 
guests arriving. It was late one Sabbath evening and the invited guests included 
Pharisees, lawyers, and a man with “dropsy;” edema so obvious they saw it as a sign 
he was dying. While we know how to prevent and treat this whole-body fluid 
retention as a symptom rather than a disease, 2000 years ago they only knew as a 
warning sign of pending death, which they interpreted as an obvious sign of his 
personal sin. Dinner was served as Sabbath ended at sunset. By healing that man of 
his dropsy before sunset, Jesus made him worthy of his rightful place at his host’s 
dinner on their Sabbath. Perhaps the man’s status gave him is invitation, but his 
disease forced him to sit at the lowest table. But when Jesus healed him, in their 
complicated hierarchy of who is invited and who sits where, this man was moved to 
the head table. This would force someone lower than him to be humiliated and forced 
to move to the next lower table. That move may have forced another move. All I can 
say to help you understand their complicated situation is that their seating rules were 
as complicated as the rules for professional football in America, both on the field and 
on game day between Packers and Vikings fans who belong to the same church.  

 Our instructions from Jesus are not just about dinner parties. Jesus’ instructions 
are about including everyone. Jesus’ instructions are about how we live our faith with 
other people, especially how we include newcomers to Christ’s table. We are so 
blessed that these are instructions we keep, even when we have to be reminded that 
we are following Christ.  

 Amen.     


